In the long list of scientists who have contributed to our knowledge of lightning Basil Schonland's name will stand forth for ever. Benjamin Franklin's name was the first; C. T. R. Wilson and G. C. Simpson were protagonists in the early years of this Century and from their work came knowledge of the electric fields and the field changes associated with thunder-clouds and lightning flashes, but Schonland was the first to use successfully the camera with rotating lenses by which the complex nature of the flash and the time-sequence of its component strokes were elucidated. With collaborators in the Transvaal he wrote a score of scientific papers on lightning, revealing discoveries of the utmost importance to science and engineering, and in no other country have comparable contributions been made to our knowledge of the subject. In the midst of this work came World War II in which he played an important part, and at the end of his extremely vigorous life of scientific experimentation came his life and work at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Harwell but it is as the leading authority on lightning that his name can truly be classed, alone, with Benjamin Franklin.
His research in the Cavendish Laboratory began with the study of scattering of [3-rays and this he continued in Cape Town. Then he switched to matters more dominating the South African landscape, thunderstorms, and followed lines laid down by C. T. R. Wilson at Cambridge. For a year in 1927-28 he returned to Cambridge and met Professor C. V. Boys: this was the turning point. In 1889 a discussion had been held in the London Physical Society on the flickering nature of the lightning flash. Professor Boys asserted he had seen fixed on the retina of his eye many distinct images of strokes all looking alike and belonging to one flash. That summer, at night, Professor Hoffert waggled a camera at a storm and took a beautiful photograph of many strokes all following the same path between cloud and ground. Boys, an expert craftsman, made a camera with two lenses mounted at the opposite ends of a rotating shaft and with this hoped to measure velocities of propagation accurately; alas in 30 years he took only two photographs of a flash and those were poor though one did indicate 629 a direction of propagation. Schonland borrowed this camera from Boys, copied it, and in 1933 took the first excellent photograph, followed by dozens of records of flashes, from which the 'leader stroke' and the 'main stroke' and all the com plexities of a flash ultimately emerged. This so interested the electrical industry that a special foundation for geophysical research was endowed with Schonland as its first director and knowledge of lightning as its first goal.
E arly years
Basil Schonland was born on 5 February 1896 at 1, Francis Street, Grahamstown, Cape Colony. His father, Dr Selmar Schonland, born in 1860, was a Ph.D. of Kiel University, a botanist, and was then the Curator of the Albany Museum at Grahamstown; later in 1903 he made the first approach to the Beit Trust and to Dr L. S. Jameson for a grant from the Rhodes Trust to found Rhodes University College at Grahamstown. After a long struggle he succeeded in obtaining a grant and in due course he was appointed to the first Council and Senate and became the first professor of botany there. For his outstanding work in botany Oxford awarded him the M.A. honoris causa, and all in good time a laboratory at the College was named after him. Dr Schonland had married Flora Day, daughter of Professor MacOwan, another botanist, Rector of Gill College, Somerset East, from 1868-81 and then professor of botany at the South African College, Cape Town. Basil was the eldest of a family of three sons.
He attended the local St Andrew's Preparatory School where he clearly enjoyed himself, doing very well in several subjects and at the age of 7 getting a prize for scripture. Thence he went to the St Andrew's College School, obtained a Beit Bursary in his second year and was generally at the top in Latin, chemistry and mathematics; the last report from his form master in 1910 was 'first-rate abilities, ambitious, and a retentive memory'. His inventive talent which was strong throughout life showed itself when he was quite a small boy, he was venturesome and good at games although, as so often happens with bright boys, the average age in his form was two to three years above his own. At the end of 1910 he passed the university (matriculation) entrance examination being placed first in Cape Colony and proceeded to Rhodes University College where he gained a first class in the Intermediate Examination in Arts in 1913 and honours B.A. in mathematics in 1914. During his time at Rhodes he read all he could find on the new developments in physics and set up several experiments with his friends. He and a friend spoke to each other by means of a wireless set they had constructed, transmitting from one Grahamstown hill to another. He was a candidate for a Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford but was unsuccessful and left the Cape for Cambridge, arriving in April 1915. How fortunate this was for science; he worked under Rutherford and C. T. R. Wilson and met Boys and thus started firmly on the road to success. He entered Gonville and Caius College as a Freshman studying for the Mathematical Tripos and gained a first in part I in June; on the strength of this he was elected to an Exhibition for one year from Michaelmas Term 1915.
Biographical Memoirs

T he C a v e n d ish per io d
After demobilization, 5 March 1919, he returned to South Africa for a few months and then took up his Exhibition in Caius for the Michaelmas Term of 1919 gaining a first in the natural science tripos, part II, of 1920 on the strength of which he was awarded the Francis Schuldham Plate by the College 'to some scholar as after due examination shall be most deserving' (1776), and a George Green Studentship for research. He registered for Ph.D. and was attached to work with J. A. Crowther, a lecturer in the Cavendish Laboratory (and later to become professor of physics in Reading University) with whom he studied the scattering of [3-rays by metals (3, 4) . In College Schonland shared rooms with W. H. Craib and thus met and became engaged to his sister Ismay Craib, a Scholar who was reading history at Newnham. She returned to South Africa in 1921 to teach history at Rhodes and in 1922 Schonland was offered the Senior Lectureship in physics at Cape Town under Professor Ogg; this he accepted in preference to an offer from the Marconi Company so returned to South Africa for 1 April and was married the following year. He immediately built a cathode-ray tube to produce a beam of electrons with which to continue scattering experiments, wrote a paper (5) to the Royal Society and submitted his work for the Cambridge Ph.D. 1924. He then built similar apparatus to operate at a higher voltage and for two years continued research on scattering (6, 7).
A tm o spheric electricity : u n d e r st a n d in g the l ig h t n in g flash
Interest in atmospheric electricity had been stimulated by two rival theories of the electrification of thunderstorm clouds. Sir George Simpson and Pro fessor C. T. R. Wilson advanced theories giving exactly opposite results, Simp son (1909, 1926) suggesting the bottom of the cloud was the seat of positive electrification, Wilson (1916 Wilson ( , 1921 suggesting that positive ions were carried to the top of the cloud and coupled this with a theory to explain how the Earth's positive fair-weather electric field was maintained by thunderstorm electrifica tion over the globe; he wrote: 'To test the theory it is necessary that observations should be made in different parts of the world.' Whether Schonland was speci fically responsive to this remark or whether he had decided that the scattering work with cathode-rays was substantially finished and he had no facilities to set up radioactive sources of [3-rays is not known; Lady Schonland says that he thought he should find a project more suited to South Africa. They used to go for summer holidays to her parents' home, a farm in the Little Karoo, Gardial, 2 miles south-east of Somerset East and at an altitude of 2500 ft there was a good view to the west from which direction the storms approached. There were no storms of significance in Cape Town so during 1925 he, with his able assistant Mr J. Linton, made copies of C. T. R. Wilson's apparatus for measuring electric fields out in the open and set these up on the farm during the vacation 1925-26, one piece sensitive to measure the weak electric field in fine weather, the other piece suitable for the strong fields immediately beneath the thundercloud. His father-in-law, James Craig, M.A., of Aberdeen University who had come to Somerset East as professor of natural philosophy at Gill College, helped with the recording, indeed he did much of it alone after the Lent term had begun, and after the end of the storm season they sent their results to C. T. R. Wilson for publication (8), results from which Simpson's views of cloud polarity had to be rejected or modified. The 1927 season provided further information (9, 10) supporting this and in addition nice simple equipment was set up to give infor mation about the positive ion current drawn up from the Earth by the negatively charged cloud base. Schonland was appointed Secretary to the Royal Society of South Africa that year for a six-year term.
In December 1927 Schonland was awarded an 1851 Exhibition scholarship for a year to come to Cambridge to study 'The penetrating radiation and its origin. The passage of cathode rays through matter. Thunderstorms.' This was a subject suggested by Wilson, the acceleration in the electric field of a thunder cloud, possibly 109 V, of (3-rays produced in the atmosphere and a very special form of electroscope was needed; Schonland devised and tested this in the Cavendish Laboratory (12). They were happy days in Cambridge; Ismay came over for three months and we punted on the river, and he and I spent long hours discussing work for I was engaged on a research similar to his earlier work. There too he met my friend Brian Goodlet of the High Voltage Laboratory, Metropolitan-Vickers Company, who had given me, and later gave Cockcroft and Walton, so much invaluable assistance, and who in turn received help from Schonland when he applied for the Chair in Electrical Engineering in Cape Town in 1939. He also met Professor Boys but does not appear to have taken special note of the rotating-lens camera; in fact Boys took it to America when invited to A. Loomis's laboratory in Tuxedo Park, New York, in August 1928. Here Boys got one record of a lightning flash, a poor one containing only one stroke, a most unfortunate blow from fate for a man so assiduous in his chasing of lightning, for the average flash contains three strokes! Boys attached no importance-in his letter to Nature-to this one result but he maintained that this type of camera was capable of giving useful information and supplying the facts -how right he was-and ought to be in meteorological observatories. In Ger many that summer Walter got some beautiful records of multiple strokes to a flash using a camera with a straight-line time-base instead of the circular timebase of the Boys version. While in Cambridge Schonland tackled, or finished (11) , an outstanding problem dealing with the relativity correction to be applied to the original Rutherford scattering formula first derived for slow a-particles and submitted it to Rutherford for publication.
He used the electroscope to search for what Eddington had called 'run-away electrons', electrons initially created as (3-rays, which could gain more energy from acceleration in the thunderstorm field than they would lose by collision processes. The work was done in the summer of 1929-30 in the Physics Depart ment of the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, a negative result was obtained but a screening effect of cosmic rays by a thundercloud was found. He sent the paper (13) In 1931 Schonland attended the British Association meeting as the South African representative and lectured to Section A on lightning, outlining the Wilson-Simpson controversy of polarity and showed slides of Simpson's 1926 concept of lightning branching away from the positive cloud base, saying that no such branching was ever observed from negatively charged electrodes. I attended the lecture to hear Schonland though I had not previously been especially interested in lightning apart from transmission-line effects. I was surprised to hear the Simpson argument for I knew it to be wrong; in the labora tory, at least, under certain electrode conditions a negative million-volt discharge is not easily distinguished by the nature and extent of its branching from a positive discharge and I had photographs showing the similarities. In the dis cussion I referred to this and invited Schonland to the High Voltage Laboratory of the Metropolitan-Vickers Company to see these sparks. I drove 2 inch nails into a board used as the earthed anode, and when a million volts was applied to a pointed cathode extensive positive streamers rose from the nails to which the negative discharge branched. The 'time-lag' of breakdown gave an indication of how long it took for the discharge to cross the gap. We wrote a letter (14) to Nature before Schonland sailed for home.
I suspect it was on this visit that he took Professor Boys's camera because Dr E. C. Halliday, who had a research grant from the Union of South Africa tenable at Johannesburg wrote, {Phil. Mag. 1933), after first referring to our letter, 'In an experimental attack on lightning the difficulty is encountered that the start of the flash cannot be studied as in the laboratory spark. During the winter of 1931 at the suggestion of Dr Schonland a camera with rotating lenses was constructed in the University of the Witwatersrand' and in February 1932 Dr Halliday obtained several records of flashes, none of them good but they were a very important beginning. The last paragraph of Schonland's first book (15) Atmospheric electricity published in 1932 gives a portent of things to come: 'Light may be thrown on the question . . . of the actual mechanism of the discharge . . . by photographs taken with a camera moving to show the manner in which the first stroke in a lightning flash proceeds. ' At the following Annual General Meeting of the S.A.I.E.E., January 1932, Mr Bernard Price, President of the Victoria Falls Power Company, said {Trans. 23, 19): 'Though it is not directly bearing on the work of the Lightning Com mittee it may be of interest to members to know that Dr Schonland of Cape Town University is carrying out certain researches in connection with lightning. The Rand is an excellent field for such research but our opportunities are limited, not for lightning, but because fundamental work with this problem involves the use of very expensive equipment.' (He was a member of the Research Grant Board that had supported Schonland thus far.) As a result of Price's remark Schonland was invited on to the Lightning Committee and made the Chairman of its research sub-committee. The S.A.I.E.E. made an appeal for funds and was supported by the Chamber of Mines, the Electricity Supply Commission the V.F.T.P. Co and the Associated Scientific and Technical Societies to the extent of an initial contribution of £500. With this aid several Boys cameras were made and Mr H. Collens of the V.F.T.P. Co. joined Schonland to assist the field work. Later a van was fitted up as a small movable laboratory so that they could chase storms over the Rand during the lightning season which co incided with the summer vacation, and Professor H. Paine of the Physics Depart ment of the University of the Witwatersrand kindly put space at their disposal. All was ready for the summer of 1932-33 and in the early part of the year from two storms they captured 11 good photographs of flashes near enough to yield information of immense value. The 11 flashes contained 50 strokes and many of these clearly showed a dual character, a 'leader' descending from the cloud, and a much stronger 'main stroke' returning to the cloud; velocities of many were measured with much valuable detail. The fact that, unlike Walter, they had used the circular time-base prevented them from determining the sequence of the strokes, thus they missed the special significance of the first stroke, the one which is usually branched. But the detail contributed at once to a better under standing of the physical processes involved. The Nature article (19) appeared at the end of 1933 as they sent their main work (22) to Professor Boys for publica tion : to him it was certainly due and we know from other accounts of the great pleasure it afforded him. In the same year Schonland returned to the attack on storm-accelerated electrons with the help of J. P. T. Viljoen but results were inconclusive (16, 17).
Schonland was invited in June 1933 to lecture in Johannesburg to the I.E.E. of which he was now a Corresponding Member. He spoke (18) of the work done by engineers in South Africa to avoid lightning damage on power systems and said there was much scope too for the physicist. He referred to the generous financial support he and Dr Halliday had had for lightning research from the Grant Board, to Dr Halliday's downward branching of lightning from negatively charged clouds resembling the spark discharge, and briefly referred to Collens's photographs which were just being analysed. The President said they were fortunate in having so able and enthusiastic a scientist to help their Lightning Committee, and Mr Price said that as a Member of the Grant Board he had followed Dr Schonland's work with great interest and thought the attack with the rotating camera was eminently suitable and relatively inexpensive. A further £500 was donated to the Committee later in the year.
Out of the lightning work and the interest of the S.A.I.E.E. in lightning re search grew the ambitious concept of an institute in South Africa for geophysical research adding interests which might help the huge mining industry to the lightning interests which were certainly dominant in a country subjected to severe storms. The electrical transmission network was especially vulnerable to lightning and outages cost a lot of money in lost revenue as well as in dislocated production. Mr Bernard Price most generously offered a personal contribution of .£20 000 and Schonland went to the Carnegie Institute during a sabbatical year and received the almost instant support from the head of the Institute with a grant of $100 000. At the close of this interview with the Director he was asked what he would do if the request were turned down: 'I 'll do it some other way', he replied: 'That is exactly the answer we like to hear', was the reply. It was during this year that, travelling via England with the help of a travelling fellowship endowed by the Carnegie Institute and the South African Research Grant Board, Schonland met me again. I had set up a rotating-drum camera to study million-volt sparks, having read the Schonland/Collins Royal Society paper and was awaiting the delivery of a lens. He came to stay with us just after the lens had arrived and I had taken the first photographs of the million-volt spark; we took more photographs and developed them together. Great was our joy when, from the hypo, we saw a 'leader stroke' ahead of the main spark and we wrote our paper (21) at once. On his return to South Africa he offered to set up the Institute in Cape Town where he was now the Professor but the university was not specially interested, and indeed the site was not suitable-no storms, no deep mines-and he turned to the University of the Witwatersrand.
During 1934-45 Dr D. J. Malan joined Schonland and Collins and they ex amined photometrically details of the main return stroke (20, 23), encountering some phenomena of possible significance to 'atmospherics'. Also, during the lightning season many more photographs of storms were taken and on one the first branched leader stroke had occurred at top dead centre of the Boys lens system where lens movement is at right angles to flash propagation, and there was revealed for the first time the beautiful detailed tracery of the 'stepped leader stroke': they also had made a two-lens camera with a linear time base to the design of Sir Charles Boys (after Walter) kindly paid for by Mr Bernard Price. This now put the whole flash sequence of strokes in correct chronology and established a pattern now universally accepted: the stepped leader had a lower velocity comparable with the leader to the million-volt spark. Again Boys was asked to submit the work for publication (24) in mid-1935. At the meeting of the South African Association for the Advancement of Science in July Schonland gave the Presidential Address (25) of Section A in which for the first time he linked radio atmospherics with lightning, referring to the phenomena just dis covered in the main stroke. Atmospherics had been studied especially by Appleton and Watson-Watt; about 100 per second can be detected on a receiver capable of reaching out 2000 km and this is about the number of strokes per second. He spoke of the importance of geophysical research in the Union and said that at the meeting of the International Scientific Radio Union he had attended in London, South Africa was urged to undertake work on atmospherics. At the end of the year he submitted a report (26) it was founded 'for the prosecution of pure scientific research in geophysics and, as a secondary function, to render such assistance in geophysics as may be desirable', and was formally established on 1 January 1937. It was finished at the end of 1937 and the Director must have derived great satisfaction as he sent its first publication to the Philosophical Magazine on The diameter of the light ning channel (27), based on a photograph of a nearby flash taken by Mr C. Dolby of the Power Company. A description of the Institute is to be found in Terrestial magnetism (35) for December 1938, the official opening having been on 22 October 1938 when the Rt Hon. J. C. Smuts, P.C., C.H., F.R.S., delivered the Address before a gathering of 250 people. He represented the Royal Society and Professor Ogg represented the Carnegie Foundation. The very fine labora tory had been built most economically for .£9000 with a further £2500 for equip ment. To the original gifts of money an anonymous donor added a further £20 000 shortly after the Institute was founded, and before his death Dr Bernard Price generously gave, in 1940, a further £10 000. The programme of work for the Institute covered not only the atmospheric electrical work but also seismology, for the Rand's earth tremors provided an opportunity of probing the Earth's crust unequalled in any country in the world. The gold mines are amongst the deepest, 10 000 ft, and some of the older ones could be used for scientific experiments and measurements: Dr Gane was his seismologist, and Dr Malan his lightning specialist, with Mr Keiller the chief mechanic. All sorts of ingenious ideas went into the design of the laboratory, and in the same year some ingenious ideas had to be invented for home life; the Schonlands' daughter Mary contracted an obscure spinal disease which necessitated a complete im mobilization for a year, and to pass away the hours a string puppet theatre was devised by the family, with everything home-made and invented-but father always had been good at inventions (even in the trenches of 1917) and the theatre was a great success. He found time to visit Oxford in May 1937 to deliver the Halley Lecture (30) on 'The lightning discharge', surely a fitting lecturer to commemorate an Oxford man who had worked on monsoons and trade winds, the progenitors of lightning on the Rand. In June he was Sir Charles Boys's guest at the Royal Society Dining Club and spoke of his work on lightning and of his debt to Boys whose remarks in 1889 had started it all: Boys was 83. On his return to the Institute he gave a lecture (28) on Lightning to the I.E.E. in August and he sent to Boys a paper (32) analysing in detail the lightning discharge mechanism, dealing with all the various parts of the flash and of the 'pilot streamer' which he now considered preceded, invisibly, the bright steps of the 'stepped leader' to the first stroke of the flash. This paper drew upon new work which was not quite ready for publication dealing with the correlation between the photographic and oscillographic observations, first hinted at in the Halley lecture. He also sent to Nature on St Andrew's Day, 1937, a note (31) (amplified in a paper (39) published by the Franklin Institute in 1941) on how photographs of lightning had been taken in daylight, using the electromagnetic waves sent out by the stepped-leader process to operate the shutter of the camera; the lens was opened even before the leader had reached the ground. Before St Andrew's Day next year he had been elected into the Royal Society. General Smuts who had been made a Fellow in 1930 under Statute 12 paid him a hurried visit at the University of Cape Town to tell him he had been elected and was impressed with the speed with which the Fellowship had been given after first being put up for election.
Appleton and Chapman, and Norinder in Sweden, had studied the wave-form of atmospherics, but the 1938 paper (33) gave the first direct correlation of optical and electronic processes, Hodges of Howard College, Durban, and Collins of the Power Company collaborating; from four flashes containing 13 strokes they obtained direct proof of the identification of certain types of field change with specific forms of discharge as recorded with the rotating lens camera and from 30 storms now analysed in detail, comprising 350 separate strokes, they could say that all strokes brought a negative charge to ground, thus finally vindicating C. T. R. Wilson's theory of cloud polarity but not of the manner of electrification, that had to wait another 20 years before it was finally elucidated as the result of temperature measurements inside the thundercloud. A second paper (34) reported some anomalous effects encountered over the years. In 1939 with four colleagues he reported (36) to Nature that from analyses of the wave form of atmospherics, the height of the ionospheric layer reflecting these was lower over a storm than elsewhere, typically 50 km compared with 85 km but a full analysis of the wave-form of atmospherics at night reported (38) in 1940 by the same group showed that this was not the case and the results completely supported the Australian workers (1937) led by Professor Laby. The methods employed using direction-finders had been fully described in a paper (37) sent to the Royal Meteorological Society in 1938. Zealand should start to collect a group of physicists for special training and on his way home by sea was asked to see Schonland and pass on the secret informa tion. Schonland joined him on 6 September and on the three days' voyage to Durban went over all the developments and had copies of the R.D.F. manual made when they docked. General Smuts invited him to establish a special unit within the South African Corps of Signals to undertake responsibility for the development and application of R.D.F. and the University agreed to place the Bernard Price Institute at the disposal of the Department of Defence, Schonland forming a team from members of staff at Witwatersrand, Cape Town, Natal and Rhodes including the electrical engineers, he to be in command of the unit called Special Signals Services and his acting rank of Major carried over from 1919 was converted to a gazetted rank. The present Vice-Chancellor of the University of the Witwatersrand, Dr G. R. Bozzoli, was one of those recruited and I am indebted to him for some information of those days. By December 1939 the first local radar transmitter and receiver had been made with much impro visation using second-hand parts from the radio shops and the first echo was seen on the receiver screen on 16 December, a national holiday; in later years he and Schonland exchanged telegrams on the anniversary of that date and one reply said, 'Yes, weren't we clever boys!' Almost everything had to be reinvented to fit equipment available in South Africa and in 1940 sets were installed around the long coasts of South-west and South Africa so that the small South African Air Force was able to cope even with such an extended area. Later they were used in East Africa, and at the end of the Abyssinian campaign were sent on to Sinai and Mesopotamia; some strange effects due to temperature inversion in the Tropics were found. Schonland's army experience was invaluable in per suading the hard-headed military and air-force chiefs to accept the new ideasjust the same story as told by Cockcroft-and he was attached for a short time to General Wavell's H.Q. Staff before the desert war offensive in December 1940. I am also indebted to Dr F. J. Hewitt, now President of the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, for the following details of move ment of the radar units. Dr. Hewitt had completed his M.Sc. at Rhodes and been accepted to work at the Bernard Price Institute before the outbreak of war. He became part of the radar team and by mid-1940 it was decided to take a trans mitter/receiver to Mombassa to which troops had been rushed to counter the possibility of an Italian invasion from Abyssinia. Schonland went off to East Africa to select a site and Dr Gane and Mr Hewitt took the set there and had it working shortly thereafter, Mr Hewitt remaining in charge. Later three sets were based on Sinai operating into the R.A.F. system. A close liaison was also maintained with the South African forces, for Schonland -probably still an officer of the South African Army-retained responsibility to the South African Director of Signals for choice and supply of R.D.F. equipment. In this capacity he had attached to him Mr Plewitt who had returned to the Cape from East Africa and was then sent over to Petersham to study centimetric techniques and where for four months he virtually deputized for Schonland when the latter was operating under his South African 'hat'. Dr Hewitt recalls how close Schonland was to the scientific work of the O.R.G., studying with a critical mind what was being done and satisfying himself that it was good science. In South African affairs, writes Dr Plewitt, 'Sir Basil's role was quite remarkable in overall policy in relation to radar. He was at the source of information and of supply and made key decisions for South Africa and dis played very clearly his capability of assessing a situation quickly and clearly and acting on it and the South African Director of Signals relied on him completely.' Earlier in the war scientific collaboration in army tactics and operations was limited to radar, telecommunications and to air defence, and research was confined to the research establishments. By now scientists had to convince battle-experienced generals that scientists in the field could contribute to winning battles and had to integrate a Science Branch in the General Staff organization. This is where Schonland's experience with the South African Army earlier in the war was invaluable. A typical example of success of Operational Research was the introduction by scientists of a new drill for heavy A.A. gun teams which increased the rate of fire. During 1942-43 many Army and Air Force groups asked for teams from the Operational Research to be attached to their training schools; teams were sent to North Africa attached to forward operations gaining factual data from battle as a basis for further experiments and improvements.
The London Physical Society awarded the Charles Chree Medal to Schonland in 1943 and he was invited to give the Second Charles Chree Lecture of 16 July: this he did (40) in the middle of all his terrific commitments and responsibilities. He covered the whole gamut of the South African work on thunderstorms but prefaced his oration by speaking of Chree's own contribution to the study of atmospheric electricity in the early years of the Century: Chree's published contributions were marked with a critical judgement and his objections to speculations had been important factors in shaping the judgement of others. 'Speculation is a privilege which may be granted to genius, Chree called it "scientific poetry", but it is wiser for ordinary mortals to wait until the full facts have been collected: for the geophysicist who may have to wait years for another thunderstorm this is a severe but necessary discipline.' In the 30 years since Chree had suggested caution the facts of lightning had been greatly revealed 'but the facts are still deficient', and therefore-and because of the circumstances of the time-Schonland did not undertake the difficult task of a critical survey, he told a simple story of discovery but told it very well. The writer was able to attend that lecture and noted in his diary that 'Basil looked fine in his uniform'-a brigadier by now, and that evening dined with him and Spencer-Jones, the Astronomer Royal; conversation was all science and no war except that speculation was rife about the possibilities of the uranium bomb.
General Tuck, C.B., at this time Military Deputy to the Scientific Adviser (Sir Charles Darwin, F.R.S.) of the War Office, has very kindly written to me at length about this phase of Schonland's life:
'Among the galaxy of eminent scientists assisting the Services Basil Schonland possessed the rare capacity of gaining the confidence of senior and junior officers and of other ranks, of accepting and rationalising battle experience, of discovering the practical problems and analysing those possibly open to scientific measurement and solution. In my opinion the rapid development and application of Operational Research to all arms of the Army which achieved major improvements in tactics, training, design and use of equipment, comfort and saving of fatigue of soldiers with con sequential better performance, was in no small measure Basil's personal achievement. Scientifically I suppose the innovations and improvements in technical methods of Operational Research, the vision which expanded the field of research so widely, even to evaluating the effects of bombardment on the mental powers of enemy resistance, and the skill in selecting research teams were the proper matters for approbation. As a soldier spectator I put as paramount Basil's personality and human relationships. He was above all an able and dedicated scientist who possessed the rather rare gift of winning the confidence of soldiers. He was loved because of his integrity, his selflessness, his devotion to service, his forbearance in intellectual dis cussion and exchange of views and his powers of leadership. Because he was loved and admired he was able to devote his scientific skills to their fullest value in practical assistance to the Army at war.' Not many scientists would earn this praise from an acting General and as a summary of his warm personality I feel there is no need for me to say more.
In 1944, he was invited to bring the expertise developed in O.R.G. into the battlefield with the Army of Liberation and was created with rank of Brigadier scientific adviser to General Montgomery. When the General was told by his Chief of Staff General de Guingand that Schonland was to be his scientific adviser and go with the 21st Army Group to observe the progress of the war, Montgomery is said to have remarked: 'I observe my own battles'*. But in France he was converted to the value of operational research observations and when he presented the C.B.E. (Mil.) to Schonland for services at the battle of Caen he said: 'I have been told that I am greatly indebted to you for most valuable information.' We are given a glimpse of this information in Sir Francis de Guingand's book Operation victory; after the battle of Caen was over and the Falaise gap closed devastation was terrific and Schonland's group analysed the manner of destruction and the effectiveness of the weapons in a manner which earned the greatest praise. His work in France must have involved danger because the citation in the London Gazette for 1 December 1944 reads 'in recog nition of gallant and distinguished service in the field'.
T he S.A. C o u n c il of S c ie n t ific a n d I n d u st r ia l R esearch
He went on with the B.L.A. into Belgium and then General Smuts called him home to be his scientific adviser. Smuts had discussed with him during the war the question of establishing a Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and asked if he would form it and accept the Presidency; if he could not the concept would probably be dropped. As research in the Union had never been well supported and the Research Grant Board, the only means for getting money for research, was notoriously mean, he decided that this was a service he should give his fellow scientists especially to give encouragement to the young so he * This story may be apocryphal because Schonland tells a similar story in a different context: 'When General Montgomery was asked by the War Office, in a telegram whilst fighting in Italy, whether he would like a team of scientists to observe and study his battles he replied he was quite able to observe his own battles. Nonetheless . . . he was so satisfied after Normandy that he told the leader of the scientists there that he would be glad of as many more of these creatureswithin reason. ' accepted and on 1 December 1945 the names of the President and Council were published. On the previous day. St Andrew's Day, the Royal Society awarded him the Hughes Medal 'for original discoveries in electricity and magnetism and their application', a fitting start for his new life: Cambridge and Cape Town honoured him with the Sc.D. We learn from Sir Ernest Marsden-who took the Chair at a meeting of the Royal Society of Arts in 1948 when Schonland's paper (45) on Recent developments in research in S.A. was read-that 'Schon land first made a critical study of the organisation for scientific and industrial research in the U.K., Canada, Australia and New Zealand and developed his organization to take the best features of these and avoid the others; in Z\ years he has built up an organisation which is the envy of the rest of the Dominions.' That paper gives a very full account of progress made thus far, and is supple mentary to an earlier account which he gave to a joint meeting of the South African Institute of Electrical Engineers and the University of the Witwatersrand: 'It is very difficult not to be dull, even a little pompous, in talking about scientific research today' but in fact the address is most interesting to read, even 25 years later.
In spite of these arduous duties Schonland found time to do some research in his Institute of which he still remained Director. With Malan he made a more detailed study (41) of those lightning flashes for which correlation of photo graphic and field change observations was good, mostly of 200 strokes within a distance of 6 km. They had made a drum-type camera similar to the one used in Metropolitan-Vickers in 1934 with similar tensioning and traverse of the film and lens so that several separate records could be taken on one film. It was established that negative charge was carried to ground from heights of 4-9 km and that during the discharge to ground there was no discharge between the poles of the cloud nor elsewhere though a slow discharge of the upper positive charge to the upper atmosphere occurred immediately after the negative cloud base had discharged; but more work was necessary to resolve this matter. With Gane (42) he developed a lightning flash counter, or ceraunometer (43), for use by power companies to determine strokes in the vicinity of transmission towers; it depended on the old observation that the electrostatic field change resulting from a flash diminished as the cube of the distance, so that, although flashes may differ 10 : 1 in current an instrument could be set so that substantially all flashes with a selected distance would be counted. With Malan too he developed a flux meter (47) after the pattern described 20 years earlier by Gunn, a 'fieldmill', to study the fields of thunderstorms in the very brief intervals between separate strokes of a flash. Other field-change records had been slow, this had a resolution of a millisecond. It depended on the charging and discharging of a capacitor: the upper plate of a flat parallel-plated condenser is exposed to the Earth's electric field, the lower plate being grounded and shielded: the upper plate is first exposed to the field, and then shielded from it (by a rotating disk with a 'window' in it) and while shielded is discharged, the window rotating at 1200 rev/s. The rapidly changing field of a storm 25 km away could be recorded throughout all the times between the several strokes of a flash. They sent a review article (48) to Vienna to mark the eightieth birthday of Dr Benndorf. In this they show how two recent developments have cleared up two problems formerly posed by multiple strokes: the first related to U.S.A. information about the temperatures in clouds and the presence of discrete cloud cells in which the updraught is strong enough to produce separate generation of electric charge, and they stated that the time interval between strokes is such that streamers travelling at 105 m/s could be joining up these centres during the inter-stroke interval (this had been suggested by Bruce & Golde in 1941 [J.I.E.E. 88, 487] to explain the 'continuing strokes' discovered oscillographically between strokes, usually a few amperes but at the time Schonland did not accept the suggestion as there was no field change evidence). The second problem was just this, that they formerly had no evidence for field changes which should arise between strokes if streamers were progressing during that time but now the field-mill had given that evidence, a positive field change did take place and could therefore be ascribed to a positive leader stroke advancing upwards from the top of the first stroke channel, up to the next negatively charged cell above it-exactly Bruce & Golde's suggestion-and the speed corresponded to the low speed with which leader strokes to a million-volt spark progress from a positive point to a plane. Finally they considered that the positive point-discharge from ground might be entrapped as a pocket within the cloud base-pockets which Simpson had discovered before the Second World War.
He also found time to write his second book (49) The flight of thunderbolts which was finished by June 1949. He dedicated this delightful book to his friends who shared his weakness, quoting from 'The Mikado':
But to him who's scientific There is nothing that's terrific In the falling of a flight of thunderbolts; Yes, in spite of all my meekness If I have a little weakness It's a passion for a flight of thunderbolts. For some years he had been collecting information about the destruction of property, especially churches and powder magazines before Franklin invented the lightning rod in 1752, and also after that historic date and his account of these is the most complete that is readily to hand. The rest of the book is a summary of the new knowledge of lightning to which South Africa had contri buted so much. Earlier in the year he received an honorary degree at the University of Natal upon its inauguration.
On 26 May 1948 General Smuts was defeated at the elections and the Nationalist party came to power; 'there was something like a purge of the armed forces and civil service'*. Schonland had promised General Smuts that he would stay with C.S.I.R. for five years; now they were over and although Prime Minister Malan invited him to stay at C.S.I.R. he felt he should return to the Institute full time. He was succeeded as President, C.S.I.R., by his Deputy President Johann du Toit. Back in the Price Institute he wrote the Royal Society biographical memoir (46) to that great South African physicist van der Bijl who had spent years in American industrial research before returning to South Africa to run immense projects, and then with Malan wrote up the full account (50) of the work which had been briefly presented at Vienna. Results are complicated by distance and also by the fact that discharges do not necessarily progress vertically up or down, some may be at an angle so that the interpreta tion of some field changes is doubtful, but Bruce & Golde's suggestion is now fully supported, 'probably the majority of junction-processes are outward positive ones' (i.e. starting from the top of the highly ionized cloud/ground main stroke of the first leader stroke, and branching as a positive discharge up towards negative centres above). But new evidence published in U.S.A. had indicated that 'continuing strokes' probably die out, at least their current often falls below 0.1 A, so the development of the positive streamer up into new negative regions may proceed without being connected to ground, until the negative charge tapped in the storm cell has a sufficient potential to discharge to ground. The difference between this 1951 view and Bruce & Golde's view is indeed very slight. In this 1951 paper Malan & Schonland take note of the work of Workman & Reynolds (U.S.A. 1950) that freezing leaves a negative charge on the larger and therefore lower ice particles and that the process of charge generation can be associated with freezing of super-cooled droplets at various heights of cloud up to the level where the temperature is as low as -40 °C and these pellets rapidly fall towards the base of the cloud. 'Since the most frequent type of flash to ground consists of three strokes, the top of the negatively charged column is thus most frequently at a height of about 6 km : this means that the lower negative charge if carried downwards on ice-particles is created where the temperature lies between -19 and -40 °C.' This gives us the modern accepted view of negative electrification of the cloud base, replacing the former view of C. T. R. Wilson based only on water drops, and is nearly Schonland's last contribution to the subject.
The first Bernard Price Memorial Lecture (52), 1951, tells of Price's great generosity in setting up the Geophysical Institute and also, in 1949, the Palaeont ology Institute. Schonland reviewed the state of knowledge of lightning up to the point already covered in this Memoir and also the work of the other two major sections of the Price Laboratory, seismology and the section taking gravity measurements. The first had an excellent source of earthquakes on the doorstep -the 'Witwatersrand tremors' which can be detected up to a thousand miles from Johannesburg-and the laboratory became almost unique in its attack on seismological disturbances, surrounded as it was by a number of field stations. The measurements on£ were taken to an accuracy of a part in a million and were of value to the surveyor and geophysical prospector. In this year too Schonland was made the first Chancellor of Rhodes University and received an honorary degree there. He looked backwards (53) and reflected on Cecil John Rhodes and on the graduates who had served South Africa so well, and he looked forwards, assessing the country's needs for professional men, suggesting in particular that the scientific faculties of the university needed extension. With this Chancellorship also went the honour of Chancellorship of Fort 646 Hare the multiracial university and his address here (53) expresses his deepest thoughts, an address well worthy of a very great man, a philosopher, a humanist, and a lover of freedom, his theme What is Western Civilisation ? Differing from all the previous 26 civilizations listed by the historian, Western Civilization is based on the sanctity of the individual and the belief that the truth must be the only spring of policy and action. He spoke of men even in this civilization who have deliberately chosen not to be free, as in Germany and in Italy, primarily for gain of power, and as in communist states where man gives up thinking and relies on faith alone, 'the ideology of tired men and tired minds', contrasted with the fresh men and fresh minds of a virulent Western Civilization. This civilization demands a constant search for truth as a guide to conduct, a freedom to persuade others to see another point of view and to alter their conduct accordingly, and it can be said of it what Francis Bacon said of scientific discovery 'a point invisible yesterday is its goal today and will be its starting point tomorrow'. 'The way of Western Civilization is hard, the road winds uphill all the way to the very end. ' He was elected President of the S.A. Association for the Advancement of Science for 1952, the Jubilee year of the Association, and reviewed (55) the progress of science as revealed by the past addresses, finally pleading not for every chance to show what science can do, but rather how scientists can now best serve South Africa. It was a question he had asked himself around 1927 and South Africa's pre-eminence in lightning and geophysics is a good answer.
The Franklin Institute presented the Elliott Creason Gold Medal to him in 1950 and in 1952 on the bicentenary of the 'Philadelphia experiment' he gave a very full accurate account (54) to that Institute of the experiments and hypo theses which led Franklin to propose that the identity of the spark discharge and lightning should be put to the test-drawing electricity from out of the thundercloud. There has been a lot of misunderstanding of Franklin's investiga tions-even by the writer in the Encyclopaedia Britannica-and he endeavoured to trace them from the letters to Peter Collinson of the Royal Society concentrat ing only on thunderstorm electricity and the lightning rod, an experiment considered by some to rank Franklin with Newton-at least Franklin had 'found electricity a curiosity and left it a science'. In January of 1952 Schonland was a guest at the Royal Society Club and gave an interesting account of Franklin's work.
Schonland's last paper on lightning appeared in 1953, it dealt with the pilot streamer in lightning and the leader stroke to the long spark (57), a comparative study which is still being actively pursued. He was able to state with great certainty that when the electric field change is measured at ground level beneath a thundercloud during the downward course of the stepped leader stroke that change is a smooth change showing no observable , so the charge must be descending in a continuous manner ahead of the visible steps of bright light which the camera can record: from this fact the charge per unit length of the so-called 'pilot' leader, ahead of the stepped leader, and the current flowing in it can be deduced. It was suggested that after a bright stepped leader has come to a halt, the pilot leader advances a certain distance, and in so doing the field at the starting point of this advance falls; positive ions accumulate here till the field increases again and the stepped leader takes a fresh fast step forward. The explanation is thought to be applicable to the long spark though the study of this is still progressing and there seem to be insufficient facts for a final theory to be stated. The whole subject is thoroughly presented, up to this date, in his article prepared for the German Encyclopaedia of physics.
A t t h e A t o m ic E n e r g y A u t h o r it y
In 1954 the Atomic Energy Authority of Great Britain was created to replace the Ministry of Supply in matters dealing with this rapidly developing subject, and the Member for Research was to be Sir John Cockcroft who till then had been in charge of the research establishment at Harwell. Schonland visited England in the spring on matters of Defence for the South African Government and while here Cockcroft invited him to become his Deputy Director at Harwell, which post he accepted; he was Cockcroft's guest again at the Royal Society Club on 25 March and joined the A.E.R.E. on 15 October 1954. It must have been a wrench to leave his wonderful laboratory but there is no mention of this in the Address (58) he gave as Chancellor to Rhodes University on the occasion of its Jubilee on 24 September 1954. He spoke of the enthusiasm of that small band of founder professors-and his father had been one of them-and of the great corporate spirit in the young university at Grahamstown; and then he spoke of the ultimate purpose of a university, the formulation and the imparting to students of those concepts of living which should guide the thoughts and actions of civilized men, 'It is imaginative, aesthetic, and indeed ethical and its final justification, to use an old-fashioned phrase which once clearly defined the purpose of every university, is no less and no more than "to glorify God". This was the purpose in the minds of those who founded Rhodes.' He did not on this occasion address the Native University of Fort Hare.
In Harwell, most of the senior staff were younger than Schonland and none had scientific claims approaching his so he was readily accepted, and indeed at once became very popular. His wide experience of the organization of science in South Africa fitted him admirably to fill this post in a group expanding at a great rate-the reactor development centre at Winfrith Heath, the radioactive isotope production centre at Amersham, the radioactive utilization laboratories at Wantage and in due course the thermonuclear research centre at Culham, though this laboratory was not set up until after Schonland had become the Director of the Group. He became extremely enthusiastic over the provision of small nuclear reactors for teaching and research especially after the American President Eisenhower had made the generous offer of a huge gift of uranium-235 for research reactors in 1954. The writer clearly recalls this enthusiasm to sell British reactors; it was indeed this enthusiasm which caused the A.E.I. Company to enter the field of research reactor design and construction for sale, but the British Government never gave away the uranium-235 as Eisenhower had done.
Several senior staff of the A.E. A. have kindly helped me with comments on this period: 'a good man with whom to work, plenty of common sense, a directness of approach, and an engaging sense of humour'; 'a man of exceptionally fine character without any false pretentions, with an ability to give a decision quickly and clearly, a decision he would stand by in spite of difficulties, and "yes" meant "yes" and "no" meant "no" '! Of course the science was wholly within his powers, he could understand practically all the main scientific prin ciples on which questions arose and would never be out of his depth-as are so many administrators-not even with the huge engineering aspects of the programmes. In 1957 came the disaster to one of the plutonium-producing reactors at Windscale when the release of the Wigner energy entrapped in the graphite core got out of hand. The Authority had its own committee of enquiry and the Prime Minister appointed a committee under Lord Fleck: Schonland served both and was fully involved at Windscale for weeks, and then had the worrying responsibility before the second reactor core was safely through its annealing process: 'I went to bed at 4 a.m. a much relaxed man, for the graphite people had had some hair-raising ideas in the course of their tests. ' The Royal Society invited Schonland to deliver the Wilkins Lecture at a convenient time; he chose the 250th Anniversary of the birth of Benjamin Franklin (17 January 1706). This lecture (61) In November 1958 he gave the Stevenson Memorial Lecture to the L.S.E. and Royal Institute of International Affairs (63), choosing for his title 'The Invisible College'*. The 1958 Geneva Conference on Atomic Energy had had 5000 papers, and he spoke of the threat of suffocation to the College, now almost an Army Corps in size. And of the criticisms so often levelled at the scientist he rejoined 'it is easy to find out how much science the majority of Arts graduates know, for they know none!' As for the many almost intractable social problems he advocated a flank attack rather than a direct attack until the problems became manageable. Here was the very experienced administrator. Of course he ad vocated the broadening of a scientist's education to fit him for the wider reaches of human endeavour, a broadening of his scientific and his humanistic training 'If the scientist has not himself acquired some such education I can only advise him to marry a humanist'! In 1959 Schonland was the Chairman of a conference on thermonuclear fusion, the subject which had been declassified in time for the 1958 Second Geneva Conference on Atomic Energy. He spoke of the large-scale instabilities of the discharge in hydrogen when the currents become very great, of the order of 105 A, and of the ingenious devices such as Zeta in Harwell and Sceptre in the * Robert Boyle's name for the academy or society of natural philosophers.
A.E.I. Research Centre at Aldermaston where these instabilities had been sup pressed, but small-scale instabilities remained and would need much more study before they too are conquered; 'until we do, the achievement of a thermonuclear reaction will resemble the recipe for jugged hare, "First catch your hare" for this is a particularly elusive animal.' Later in the year he broadcast (64) on the different types of nuclear reactor that could be built, the outstanding problem being to decide upon a reactor making nuclear power cheaper, safer and easier to install, an inspiring challenge to scientists and above all to engineers. Professor Spence writes: 'One of his special interests and where his South African experience was especially valuable was the field of nuclear raw materials. He became Chairman of the Authority Raw Materials Research Committee at which the programmes of the Atomic Energy Division of the Geological Survey and Museum, the Atomic Energy Laboratory of the National Chemical Laboratory and the Harwell divisions were discussed. The pace of development was so rapid and Sir John Cockcroft had so many commitments that Schonland was often in a position where he had to take a decision without being in possession of all the relevant information. Fortunately he was utterly loyal to Cockcroft and had a very easy relationship with him so that difficulties which might in other circumstances have become serious could always be resolved.' Southampton University conferred an Honorary Degree on him that year.
R e tir em en t
Retirement came in January 1961 six months after his Knighthood and the Secretary of the A.E.A. has kindly allowed me to quote from a letter of apprecia tion sent by the Chairman of the Authority at the time, Sir Roger Makins: he referred to the great expansion since 1954 already quoted above and then went on to comment: 'None of this would have been possible without your constant spur to good scientific work and your wise and firm handling of the administra tive problems which these changes have entailed. Without your leadership and guidance the difficult task of setting up a number of establishments would have gone very much less smoothly.' After retirement he remained on the Amersham Board of Management for three years and as consultant to the Authority for six years.
The Schonlands left immediately for South Africa for a holiday and to help the Gold Producers Committee in a review of their research laboratory organiza tion. In April he gave the Graduation Address (65) as Chancellor at Rhodes University: he was, it seems from his Address, very worried over some of the winds blowing in South Africa and urged his young graduates to remember Rhodes University motto, the last word of which is 'Truth'; to defend the Truth, to examine with an open mind whether ideas they may hold are based on truth or on prejudice, 'remember Cromwell's angry outburst "I beseech you by the Bowels of Christ, consider well lest ye be mistaken'" : strong words.
During 1962 he had an excellent film made by the Ferranti Company on the thundercloud and the lightning flash in time for his Presidential Address to Section A of the British Association meeting in Manchester in August: the 650 Address (66) covered a brief review of South African work, laboratory spark research, and some interesting comments on ball lightning, a strange pheno menon apparently seen by so very many people that it cannot be dismissed out of hand yet the scientist is hard-pressed to offer a solution to fit the published descriptions. He revised his second book (67) The flight o f thunderbolts enlarging it in the light of 15 years research but so well was the early work done that he had to withdraw nothing from the 1949 edition. He did, however, include in it some of the information he had put into his Gregynog Lectures delivered in 1960 to the University College of Aberystwyth. In the autumn the I.E.E. awarded him its Faraday Medal for his work on nuclear energy and recorded a short film of him. He wrote for the Royal Society the biographical memoir (68) of the First Baron Hankey of the Chart, a delightful story of the life of a very great public servant who had played such important parts in both world wars, a man 'of indefatigable energy, complete integrity, having the tact and discretion which so often made it possible for him to reconcile discordant elements, a combination of modesty and friendliness which disarmed hostility towards new ideas', surely words as applicable to Schonland as to the great man of whom he was writing. He also began in 1961 his third book (69) The , brief stories of the lives of those great physicists and chemists who have led us to the atomic age. Each essay takes the reader from the founder to the logical sequel of his work; from Dalton through Mendelejeef to the Brownian movement, from Volta through Faraday to J. J. Thomson's charged corpuscles, from Newton through Maxwell to the Michaelson and Morley experiment, from Crookes through J. J. Thomson's electron to the cloud chamber and all that it has revealed, and so on. Lady Schonland has written 'I think he felt that he owed a debt to the Cavendish and the scientists he had known there, just as in his earlier book The flight of thunderbolts he had paid a debt of gratitude to the enthusiasts who had so generously and devotedly helped in lightning work. ' And then he became more ill, increasingly disabled by a long illness borne without complaint and a complete lack of self-pity.
Need one say more ? A happy home which always offered friendly hospitality to students and to colleagues, a home where charades and guessing games were always good fun, a lovely garden tended by the scientist himself. Honours were showered upon him as on Benjamin Franklin: he might have written in these days of nuclear transformations even more exactly than Franklin to the Royal Society on the receipt of a gold medal: 'I know not whether any of your learned body have attained the ancient boasted art of multiplying Gold; but you have certainly found the art of making it infinitely more valuable.' He appreciated the honours which came his way but he remained truly modest, a true scientist in pursuit of Truth, a true pupil of Rutherford.
